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Abstract. The technological development market is faced with the growing
demand for products whose innovations break paradigms. The User-Centered
Design approach is used with praise to cause incremental innovations in digital
products, but it is not ideal to realize radical innovations. This article aims to
present the state of the art in question and ask whether the mental model of
children, whose creativity is evident, can be applied to the development process
with a User Centered Design approach, and, if so, how to adapt this approach to
accelerate the development of radically innovative products to the market.
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1 Introduction

This article discusses the role of creativity in the development of innovative digital
products and questions if it can be caused, housed in a method. The market cannot keep
the eagerness of users for new products, better and different. The User-Centered Design
approach is used with praise to provoque incremental innovations in digital products,
but according to Norman [16] is not ideal to realize radical innovations. Based on these
scenario, this article questions whether the mental model of the children, whose cre-
ativity is evident, can be applied to the development process with User Centered
Design approach, and, if so, how to adapt this approach to accelerate the development
of radically innovative products to market.

2 Urgent Demand

In the era where certainties are constantly changing, the technological development
market is faced with a growing demand for products with breaking paradigm inno-
vations. The urgent demand makes incremental innovations launched sparingly, once
companies prefer “save” the launch of the features of their product, so they always have
an innovation as key to present, albeit incremental, and at least keep the market
positioning against the competition. Aware of the demand, technological development
market turns to innovative products new releases as rapidly as expected, but there are
important differences between two kinds of innovations: incremental and radical.
Norman and Verganti [17] explain the difference between them:
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– Incremental innovations are small changes in a product that will improve its
performance, reduce cost, increase the user desire to acquire it or that anticipate the
launch of a new product.

– Radical Innovations happen through technology changes or meaning. These inno-
vations break concepts, bring new areas, break paradigms and open field for sig-
nificant changes.

Even knowing the importance of the user’s voice in the product development
process, Lettl [13] points out that the radical innovations considered by Von Hippel
studies [25, 26] only reaches low to medium degree of innovation. Lettl [13] believes
that this result can be explained by specific barriers of users in the context of radical
innovations. They are the barrier of knowledge and the barrier of interest.

The first, the knowledge barrier, may be caused by excessive cognitive demands
that may occur:

– In the idea generation phase, users may be “functionally attached” to the current
context, which would make hard the development of radical ideas (Birch and
Rabinowitz (1951) apud Lettl [13];

– Without any reference of existing products, it becomes very difficult for the user to
deal with concepts and prototypes (Tauber (1974), Schoormans et al. (1995) and
Veryzer (1998b) apud Lettl [13];

– Users may not be able to make a valuable contribution due to the major techno-
logical complexities involved [13].

The second barrier relates to motivation: according to the authors Sheth (1981), Ram
(1987) and Sheth and Ram (1989) apud Lettl [13]; this gap of motivation may come
from the fear of obsolescence of knowledge presented by the user. Norman and
Verganti [17] illustrate the motivation barrier by placing that radical innovations that
propose double changes, both technology as meaning, are dangerous, since users tend
to resist massive changes. This is the ambiguous nature of innovation. It requires
changes and with them, energy spent on learning.

Despite the barriers exposed above, it can be understood that clear comprehension
of user characteristics significantly increases the effectiveness in finding the ideal
profile for the research. Companies must identify what type of user is able to contribute,
at different stages in the radical innovation process and identify how best to interact
with them. It is noticed that the mental model of the user must be taken into account.

The studies (Sheth 1981; Ram 1987; Sheth and Ram 1989 apud Lettl [13]) have
shown that companies focused on radical innovation benefit significantly by interacting
with users, since users are able to act as inventors and co-developers of innovations. Saffer
[19] agrees with user participation as co-author and cites the User-Centered Design,
henceforth DCU, as the most popular of all product development approaches such.

3 Approaches

Different design theories have been adapted and adopted to actively involve children in
the development of technological products for them (Nesset and Large 2004). The
relevant theories, in addition to the DCU [11] are: Contextual Design [2], Participatory
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Design [5, 15], Cooperative Inquiry [9, 10], Informant Design [21] and Learner-centered
Design [15].

3.1 User-Centered Design

Classical approach, DCU [11] focuses on the impact that technology will bring to the
wishes and needs of users, both in newer versions of existing products as well as new
concepts. The DCU is an iterative process of rapid prototyping and testing in several
cycles to ensure that products are appropriate for their users. The process begins with a
deeply analysis of users’ needs and tries to link these needs to most appropriate
technologies (or methods) that can better satisfy them - or tailor products to new trends.
For Nesset and Large [15], the issues that guide the User-Centered Design are:
(a) Activities - What software does? (b) Tools - What tools are needed to accomplish
the tasks? (c) Interface - What interface supports these tools?

DCU techniques are appropriate for incremental innovations. Norman [16], a
pioneer in DCU, points out important limitations that this approach presents, when the
goal is radical innovation. The DCU is a philosophy, not a precise set of methods. It
assumes that innovation must come from users. Likewise, von Hippel [25, 26] points
out the users as the highest sources of innovation. Druin [9, 10] and Nesset and Large
[15] makes clear that the DCU users, whether adults or children, are involved too late
to have some control in the development process. One of the critical points of the
approach in question is the user involvement limitation, which is not able to create or
modify the product really, just point out its problems. Another important point is the
need to make adjustments in its methods to use them with children: Questionnaires can
be boring or difficult to understand, for example.

Norman [16] defines mental models as concepts in the minds of people who rep-
resent the understanding they have of how things work. For the author, people may
have different mental models for the same thing, action, activity, while the same person
can have multiple mental models for the same thing, action, activity, each dealing with
a different aspect of the operation. Mental models are valuable for allowing prediction
and understanding of how things should behave. Norman [16] also points out that these
models serve as guides to help designers achieve the objectives in “worlds” unknown.
Saffer [19] believes that the best mental models allow a deeper understanding of how
the “thing” works without the complexity of what makes it works. Ultimately, both
related mental models to the core of innovation, the concept of creativity.

3.2 Contextual Design

The Contextual Design is an approach widely used to reveal details, constraints and user
motivations in their work context [2]. In Contextual Design a database is created from
observations of typical user activities and then exposed to the creative/development
group, so the team can share it and use as a base to their design decisions. The
researchers make their records and seek to conduct research while maintaining the
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lowest possible interaction with users, just asking questions for clarification, if needed.
This working model is pictorial, easy to see and can be understood quickly [15].

Based on the collected data, the work is structured for a new phase, in which the
models will be consolidated and, with the identification of patterns (without neglect the
individual variations) an affinity diagram is built. The team discussed about the con-
solidation of the collected data and how technology can benefit users. Storyboards are
developed to understand how the user will interact with the new system and what
impact this technology can bring to the user routine. Finally, low-fidelity mock-ups are
developed and tested with users.

Considering the use of paper prototyping, pictorial and colorful diagrams and
specific technical exercises, Nesset and Large [15] understand that the Contextual
Design is appropriate to the context centered on the child.

3.3 Participatory Design

Iterative by premised, that said that no one approach is better than the users themselves
to determine how to improve your routine. The objectives and strategies to achieve
them are continually refined and there is no order default for your practice [5, 15].

There are two major themes for the implementation of the Participatory Design
principles (Muller 1991; Muller, Wildman and White 1994 apud Druin et al. [9, 10,
15]: the “mutual reciprocal learning” where designers and users exchange knowledge
and experiences about practical and technical possibilities; and the “design by doing”,
where interactions are experienced, modelled, supported and learned during practice.
The Participatory Design mainly makes use of two techniques: modelling and the
metaphor based design. The modelling occurs with the implementation of fantasies,
criticism or what-if scenarios based on users’ requirements. From these two techniques,
Nesset and Large [15] choose the metaphor based design as the most practical and
creative to represent the desired results because this process of conceptual prototyping
is generated from metaphors that represent the present and future scenarios. Designers
and users collaborate with each other in the process.

Although widely adopted, the great challenge of Participatory Design is the
reluctance from the development staff to accept inputs from users. This challenge is
also reflects when the design project is child-centered. Children should be considered
true partners in design. Therefore, the Participatory Design process/techniques are
suitable for children.

3.4 Cooperative Inquiry

Druin et al. [9, 10] understand that with the development of new technologies for
children, their participation in research laboratories is gaining ground in the market and
makes their inputs crucial in the design and development process. This understanding
led the authors to develop a new methodology to enable the developer team to stop,
listen and learn from the collaboration of children of various ages - and thus create
exciting new and significant technologies for children, by children.
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The Cooperative Inquiry is a combination of different techniques of useful
approaches to apply with children. Based on exploratory studies and literature,
adjustments were made in Contextual Inquiry, developed by Beyer and Holtzblatt [2];
the review of the Technology Immersion, the CHIkids developed by Boltman et al.
(1998); [9, 10]; and defined the approach.

Druin [9] concludes that the major advantage of the approach is to collect data on
true and sincere children’s views not what the children believe adults want to hear. The
adaptation of the technique must take into account the dynamics of a team composed
by multiple generations. The Cooperative Inquiry orientation is to balance the team,
always with more than one child and more than one adult. Adults should behave as
adults when appropriate.

Druin et al. [9] considers 7 to 10 years the ideal age for Cooperative Inquiry,
because at this age children are able to develop ideas of abstract concepts and, by the
same time, are still open to explore new ideas. A little different than Druin et al. [9] and
attentive to decrease the divergent thinking at around 09 years old, Lubart and Lautry
1996 apud Russ and Fiorelli [18] speculate that the development of rationality in this
phase can affect the creative performance. Piaget (1962) apud Russ and Fiorelli, [18]
says that “the creative imagination, which is the assimilation of the activity in the state
of spontaneity, does not decreases with time. As a result of a related process of
adaptation, creativity is gradually reintegrated into intelligence”.

The Cooperative Inquiry notes users in context with, at least, two researchers
participating. The first should be interacting with the child as a facilitator and the
second will make the records out of the child’s visual range. Among other techniques
borrowed from other approaches, Druin et al. [9, 10], found that the construction of a
“cartoon-like” flow chart is necessary, as the authors noted that children cannot comply
events in the proposed order, and sometimes starts more than one task at a time, and
complete them at random - or even complete it [15]. Druin et al. [9] considered the
low-fidelity prototypes an effective tool when used along Cooperative Inquiry: it keeps
the focus of the discussion centered on its purpose and become thrusters of collabo-
rative brainstormings.

3.5 Informant Design

Developed by Scaife et al. [21], the Informant Design also considers the iteration ideal.
This approach considers that each team member brings different inputs, at different
stages of the project. The author makes adjustments on prototypes in order to adapt
them to use with children [21]. The Informant Design advocates the use of several
informants (adults and children, for example) to maximize the wealth of information.
The approach is structured in three phases: (a) Elect the objectives and identify
strengths and weaknesses of the project; (b) Adults and children are separated in
different informants teams and designers evaluate the inputs of both teams. Then
developers make a list of issues; (c) Low-fidelity prototypes are constructed and pro-
posed only for the children’s team. The inputs will be used to build high-fidelity
prototypes for evaluation by both teams. Iterations are considered, if necessary.
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Scaife et al. [21] point out the Informant Design as an alternative to User-Centered
Design or Participatory Design and believes that this is the best approach to the design
of digital products for atypical users or users who cannot be considered equal to
developers, like children for example [15].

3.6 Learner-Centered Design

The approach proposed by Soloway, Guzdial and Hay (1994) apud Nesset and Large
[15] says that the interface design should be adapted to the interests, knowledge and the
style of it apprentices. The authors are all learners, whether professionals or students.
The questions that guides the Learner Centered Design are: (a) Understanding - How
will be the learning interaction? (b) Motivation - How to motivate the learner interface?
(c) Diversity - How should be developed to different learners interface? (d) Growth -
Since the interface can track user ripening?

To answer the questions listed above, Soloway et al. (1994) apud Nesset and Large
[15] adapted the Scaffolding Technique for which they named TILT model of design
software (Task, Interface, Learner’s needs, Tools). The Scaffolding Technique is an
instructional process oriented to promote a consistent learning, wherein the extent to
which learners gradually internalize their learning, the support for the interaction dis-
appears, until the user controls it completely. The natural orientation of the approach is
the development of understanding, performance and user expertise [15].

4 Creativity and Children

Sternberg and Lubart [22] relate the concept of creativity to the process of generating
new ideas that bring into existence new ways of thinking and doing. It is the ability to
create, produce or invent new things; inventiveness and artistic creativity (Houaiss).

For Wright [27] all people have some creative potential, what differs is how much
of that potential people are able to accomplish. The author exposes the creativity as a
mental trait, a trait of personality. She [27] lists the personal qualities of creative
people: the valuation of creativity, originality, independence, risk taking, ability to reset
problems, energy, curiosity, attraction to complexity, artistry, open mind, desire to
spend time alone, perceptiveness, concentration, mood and ability to resume childhood
qualities. For the author [27], these personality traits are associated with thinking styles,
which include: visualization, imagination, experimentation, metaphorical/analogical
thinking, logical reasoning, profit prediction and consequences, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. Added to thinking styles mentioned, intrinsic motivation and commitment
are key personal qualities for the development of creativity.

Csikszentmihalyi [7] believes that creativity refers to the significant change in some
aspect of the field and it develops through interpersonal relationships, the relationship
between the creative and their work and compass between the individual and other
people (or institutions) that judge the quality of their work. For Csikszentmihalyi [7],
which allows certain individuals to make memorable contributions to culture is the
personal resolution to model their lives to achieve their goals rather than drift the
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destination. It can be said that the most obvious of the creative achievements is that
they have created for their own lives.

In a controversial paper at the time, Csikszentmihalyi [7] states that the purely
rational application is inadequate, not only to explain the creativity, but cognition in
general. The human mind cannot be understood only in terms of knowledge and
heuristics, as to explain the genesis of the creative act, one must understand and include
the complex interaction between the emotional and motivational dimensions. The ideal
model, according to the author, is who balances all of the above elements and also takes
into account the dynamics of the process. The most important revelation is what can
motivate people to use their minds as they use in real life, not only in solving problems
in controlled experiments. Barclay & Petitto [1] agree that decoupage cognition,
emotion and motivation in the context of real life is an important strategy to untangle
personal aspects, whether organic or environmental, but state that the decoupage does
not imply disassociate these genuine dimensions, but to isolate elements of thinking
without forgetting the interdependence between cognition and motivation.

Regardless of the discussion among the authors, it is clear that, for both the creative
phenomenon that occurs with the task can be influenced by the audience or by the
context in which it occurs. It is understood then that motivation is directly related to the
creative phenomenon.

Simonton [20] points out that advances in research regarding creativity focus on the
following topics: the cognitive process involved in this activity, the personal creative
features, and finally the development and manifestation of creativity during the life of
creative and social context.

Russ and Fiorelli [18] agree that contemporary creative research face the creative
product as a result of a complex interaction between the individual and the context. The
authors states that there are different variables in the processes that encourage creativity
and that many of these processes can be observed and measured in children. Some of
these cognitive and affective processes are divergent thinking, problem solving, flex-
ibility of thought, accessories to emotion, and accessories to affect in fantasy. Much of
what has been written on the development of children’s creativity involves playing, and
the greatest evidence of the creative act in children occurs during the play activity. Fein
(1987), Sawyer (1987) and Vygotsky (1930/1967) apud Russ and Fiorelli [18] state
that creativity and play are interconnected. The authors state that adult interventions
can improve the play and conclude that the suggestion of similar techniques can be of
great help in the development of creativity.

Russ and Fiorelli [18] point to several studies that suggest that children are creative
from birth as soon as they are able to bring new ideas. The authors affirm that it should
be considered many examples of routine creativity, also know as “little-c”. Authors
suggest some ways (present below) to incite the various processes involving the cre-
ativity in childhood, so they can become creative adults:

1. Allow time for the child to play pretend play - Incorporating conventional-
imaginative play and symbolic play;

2. Encourage activities in different areas, so that the child can find What They deeply
enjoy and Develop Their talents and abilities;

3. Strengthen and enhance routine creative acts;
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4. Encourage independence in problem solving, keeping in mind the balance between
challenge and frustration;

5. Encourage verbal expression of feelings, especially during games, so the child gets
used to the practice of verbalization and can join the activity in the accessiblememory.

It is common the link between the concepts creativity and children [3, 9, 10, 12, 23,
27]. Bruckman and Bandlow [3] state that the children’s perception of the world of is
radically different from the adults’ perception and recommend that innovative projects
become from surveys with this profile, whose imagination is peculiar. The authors state
that personal qualities of the most creative people in history are inherent to children
[9, 10, 20, 27].

Teachers agree with that, once inserted in a suitable context, children provide
meaningful ideas on request, especially when they realize the value that their ideas can
bring to the project in question and how much they can share with their peers [20]. The
author points out that children’s creativity can spark better solutions than adults’ when
asked to create their own version of existing objects [20]. It can be concluded that the
exercise of redesign objects, real or virtual, encourages children’s trust and ability to go
beyond the world of art and design around adults and allows rethink possibilities even
in objects that were not created yet.

Kelley and Littman [12] agree that it is fundamental for innovation to observe and
talk with children. As co-authors in digital product development processes, children
offer honest contributions with their own world views. They have different opinions,
preferences and needs than adults opinions, preferences and needs. IDEO [12], a
renowned Design company based in Silicon Valley, is dedicated to developing inno-
vative products. In alternate weeks, IDEO invites children to be observed when
interacting with their products and prototypes, believing that the uniqueness inherent in
children cannot be found elsewhere. Druin et al. [9, 10] and Markopoulos et al. [14]
emphasize that beliefs regarding what will be the behavior of children and what can be
expected of them in the context of evaluation are odd. Both agree that the digital
product development methodology must be appropriate to hear and interpret the con-
tributions of children.

5 A Creative Proposal

Creative people are masters in accomplishing profitable findings of problems and fields
of ideas that are not related. They perceive connections between data and ideas and turn
these patterns in even better ideas. Csikszentmihalyi [7], in its publication on creativity,
identified patterns in creative people that can be replicated in controlled conditions.
According to the author’s research, we bring further questions:

1. The identification of such patterns can be applied in children?
2. If it is possible to identify them from the patterns, is it possible to outline, transform

the pattern into a replicable mental model and apply it in an adult?
3. The barrier of knowledge and the barrier of interest, both identified by Lettl [13] in

the context of radical innovations, can be minimized if not annihilated, if the child
mental model, free of preconceptions of adults is used?
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4. Is the mental model of children better than the mental model of adult users in
projects involving creativity required to produce radical innovations?

5. Can DCU techniques be adapted to children’s mental model of the for radical
innovations investigation?

6. Can innovation based on children’s mental model be measured?

It is believed that the answers to the above questions will benefit those responsible for
advanced technology development, to enable more and better innovative (disruptive)
products for future consumption in the market. The results of this research can provide
effective gains in digital solutions development processes and bring disruptive inno-
vations that can transform the mindset of children in a process. Thus, in addition to
monitoring the agility required by the market, the digital product development process
tends to be satisfactory in terms of design and productivity, in which the end result
should, in addition to ensuring the user a positive and enjoyable experience, provide
revolutionary solutions.

6 Final Thoughts

Regarding specific discussions on methodology, children and creativity, this paper
aimed to present the state of art of the topics in question and propose that children’s
mental model, and all creativity inherent in it, can be used in project development
methodology for digital solutions for radical innovations. Kafai (1999 apud Nesset and
Large [15]), believes that children have the ability to be more than just informants and
become design process’ participants. Many other researchers cited in this paper share
thoughts with this author and the literature examined stresses the importance of chil-
dren’s participation in such projects.

Here were explored approaches commonly used in research with children and all
depart from the DCU, each in his own way. Despite the UCD uncontestable value, it is
noticed that, unlike Saffer [19] thinks when quotes that User Centered Design as the
most popular of the digital product development approaches, the approaches previously
explored urge that changes are needed in the classical approach, especially when it
involves children - regardless of what role they have in the process.

The barrier of knowledge and the barrier of interest were revealed as obstacles to
the urgent demand of radically innovative products. The barriers cited in this paper are
presents less impact on children. It is believed that the barrier of knowledge caused by
the excess of cognitive demands, suggested by Lettl [13] and listed below, can be
minimized:

(a) Idea generation phase, when users may be “functionally fixed”, can be overcome
by the ability to create, to produce or to invent new things inherent to children
[6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 27].

(b) Up front the discussion over the decrescent divergent thinking at around 9 years
old [18] recognize that children in general (in the range of age and development)
have not had time yet to master the acquired knowledge in order to do more
complex transformations or sublimation. But even without references over
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existing products, children (especially from 07 to 09 years old) have the ability to
deal with abstract concepts [6, 18] and can become effective source of creativity;

(c) Although users may not be able to offer valuable contributions towards techno-
logical complexities [13], children can make suggestions that will lead developers
to adapt the technology to the operational reality and bring them to possible
reality.

It is understood that the fear of obsolescence of knowledge, envisioned by the user
featuring the barrier of motivation [13], will not be experienced by children. Therefore,
it is understood that children’s mental model can be the key to development of radical
innovations. Companies interested in creating and developing this type of product can
meet the profile of user who can contribute in the innovation process.
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